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 PaRT – a (10×2=20 Marks)

 1. What is role of watch dog timer in embedded processor ? 

 2. What are compiler and cross compiler  in design of  Embedded system ?

 3. compare handshaking  in Rs232 and iic Bus standards.

 4. Define Device Driver.

 5. What are need for product plan phase ?

 6. What is control Data Flow graph (cDFg) ?

 7. What are countif semaphore in Real-Time operating systems (RTos) ?

 8. Why is inter Process communication (iPc) using message is advantage ?

 9. What are cause and effect of deadlock in RTos ?

 10. give 2 reasons for use of firmware for implementation of an Embedded system.

 PaRT – B (5×13=65 Marks)

 11. a) Draw and explain the functionalities of  components of embedded   
system hardware. (13) 

(oR)
  b) Write short notes on need for :
 i) Direct memory access (Dma).  (6)
 ii) memory management scheme.  (7)
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 12. a) Elaborate the serial communication protocol of Rs232 in Embedded system. (13)

(oR)

  b) Briefly outline the controller area Network (caN) interface in Embedded 
Networking. (13)

 13. a) illustrate the main objective of Embedded  Product Development life cycle 
(EDlc). Explain about different phases of EDlc in brief. (13)

(oR)

  b) What is Data Flow graph (DFg) ? Describe it with an example . (13)

 14. a) Discuss the following :

 i) semaphores (7)

 ii) Task control Blocks. (6)

(oR)

  b) i) list the common scheduling models used by schedulers. (5)

   ii) Distinguish between Pre-emptive and non-pre-emptive scheduling of 
Embedded system. (3)

   iii) Write a note on Round Robin Time slicing scheduling algorithm. (5)

 15. a) an automatic chocolate vending machine (acvm) is to be designed, what 
will be functions, hardware units and software components are required for 
designing the application ? (13)

(oR)

  b) Design an application for contact-less smart card with os highlighting its 
special and limiting  features of it. list the hardware components and embedded 
software units are required for designing the application. (13)

 PaRT – c (1×15=15 Marks)

 16. a) For designing an automatic Washing machine summarize the general design 
specifications, Hardware Design and software Design in brief. (15)

(oR)

  b) Write the requirements, input, output, Hardware architecture and software 
components for designing a Digital camera. (15)
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